Dr. Brock met her eventual husband when she was 13 on the Certamen circuit, which is a competitive quiz bowl for high school students who study Latin. She specialized in Greek and Roman mythology.

She learned enough about woodworking during COVID to build a mid-century style credenza (see above). Also, she made a LOT of picture frames.

She incorporated an eyebrow brush into her MS thesis. It was the perfect tool to brush dust particles into her plasmas, plus it was a shining moment for women in engineering: her male labmate refused to use a similar brush and wasted tons of time modifying a toothbrush head to do the same job, although it didn't work as well.

DID YOU KNOW?

- Dr. Brock met her eventual husband when she was 13 on the Certamen circuit, which is a competitive quiz bowl for high school students who study Latin. She specialized in Greek and Roman mythology.

- She learned enough about woodworking during COVID to build a mid-century style credenza (see above). Also, she made a LOT of picture frames.

- She incorporated an eyebrow brush into her MS thesis. It was the perfect tool to brush dust particles into her plasmas, plus it was a shining moment for women in engineering: her male labmate refused to use a similar brush and wasted tons of time modifying a toothbrush head to do the same job, although it didn't work as well.
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